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Abstract
We study the problem of fair division when the resources contain both divisible and indivisible
goods. Classic fairness notions such as envy-freeness (EF) and envy-freeness up to one good
(EF1) cannot be directly applied to the mixed goods setting. In this work, we propose a new
fairness notion envy-freeness for mixed goods (EFM), which is a direct generalization of both
EF and EF1 to the mixed goods setting. We prove that an EFM allocation always exists for
any number of agents. We also propose efficient algorithms to compute an EFM allocation for
two agents and for n agents with piecewise linear valuations over the divisible goods. Finally,
we relax the envy-free requirement, instead asking for ǫ-envy-freeness for mixed goods (ǫ-EFM),
and present an algorithm that finds an ǫ-EFM allocation in time polynomial in the number of
agents, the number of indivisible goods, and 1/ǫ.
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Introduction

Fair division studies the allocation of scarce resources among interested agents, with the objective
of finding an allocation that is fair to all participants involved. Initiated by Steinhaus [1948],
the study of fair division has since been attracting interests from various disciplines for decades,
including among others, mathematics, economics, and computer science [Brams and Taylor, 1996;
Robertson and Webb, 1998; Moulin, 2003; Thomson, 2016; Moulin, 2019].
The literature of fair division can be divided into two classes, categorized by the type of the
resources to be allocated. The first class assumes the resource to be heterogeneous and infinitely
divisible. The corresponding problem is commonly known as cake cutting. One of the most prominent fairness notions in this setting is envy-freeness (EF). An allocation is said to be envy-free if
each agent prefers her own bundle to any other bundle in the allocation. An envy-free allocation
with divisible resources always exists [Alon, 1987; Su, 1999] and can be found via a discrete and
bounded protocol [Aziz and Mackenzie, 2016a].
The second class considers the fair allocation of indivisible goods. Note that envy-freeness may
fail to exist in the indivisible goods setting.1 To circumvent this problem, relaxations of envyfreeness have been studied. One of the commonly considered relaxations is envy-freeness up to
one good (EF1) [Lipton et al., 2004; Budish, 2011]. An allocation is said to satisfy EF1 if no agent
prefers the bundle of another agent following the removal of some good in the latter bundle. An EF1
allocation with indivisible goods always exists and can be found in polynomial time [Lipton et al.,
2004; Caragiannis et al., 2019].
The vast majority of the fair division literature assumed that the resources either are completely
divisible, or consist of only indivisible goods. However, this is not always the case in many realworld scenarios. In heritage division, for example, the inheritances to be divided among the heirs
may contain divisible goods such as land and money, as well as indivisible goods such as houses,
cars, and artworks. What fairness notion should one adopt when dividing such mixed type of
resources? While EF and EF1 both work well in their respective settings, neither of them can
be directly applied to this more general scenario.2 Another tempting solution is to divide the
divisible and indivisible resources using EF and EF1 protocols separately and independently, and
then combine the two allocations together. This approach, however, also has problems. Consider
a simple example where two agents need to divide a cake and an indivisible item. EF1 requires
to allocate the indivisible item to one of the agent, say agent 1 for example. However, if we then
divide the cake using an arbitrary EF allocation, the overall allocation might be unfair to agent 2
who does not receive the indivisible item. In fact, if the whole cake is valued less than the item, it
would make more sense to allocate the cake entirely to agent 2. When the cake is valued more than
the item, it is still a fairer solution to allocate more cake to agent 2 in order to compensate her
disadvantage in the indivisible resource allocation. This demonstrates that it is not straightforward
to generalize EF and EF1 to the mixed goods setting. Dividing mixed types of resources calls for
a new fairness notion that could unify EF and EF1 together to the new setting in a natural and
nontrivial way.
1

Consider the case where there are two agents but only a single valuable good to be allocated.
On the one hand, an EF allocation may not exist, when, for example, all goods are indivisible. On the other
hand, an EF1 allocation may result in extreme unfairness when most resources are divisible. Consider the example
where there is only one divisible good to be allocated. Giving the whole good to a single agent is EF1 but is obviously
very unfair.
2
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1.1

Our Results

In this work, we initiate the study of fair division with mixed types of resources. More specifically,
we propose a new fairness notion, denoted as envy-freeness for mixed goods (short for EFM ), that
naturally combines EF and EF1 together and works for the setting where the resource may contain
both divisible and indivisible goods. Intuitively, EFM requires that for each agent, if her allocation
consists of only indivisible items, then others will compare their bundles to hers using EF1 criterion;
but if this agent’s bundle contains any positive amount of divisible resources, others will compare
their bundles to hers using the more strict EF condition. This definition generalizes both EF and
EF1 to the mixed goods setting and strikes a natural balance between the two fairness notions.
In Section 3, we first show that with mixed types of goods, an EFM allocation always exists
for any number of agents. Our proof is also constructive and gives an algorithm for computing
such an EFM allocation. The algorithm requires a perfect allocation for cake cutting oracle and
can compute an EFM allocation in polynomial number of steps. In addition, in Section 4, we
present two algorithms that could compute an EFM allocation for two special cases without using
the perfect allocation oracle: (1) two agents with general valuations in the Robertson-Webb model,
and (2) any number of agents with piecewise linear valuation functions.
While it is still unclear to us whether in general an EFM allocation can be computed in finite
steps in the Robertson-Webb model, in Section 5, we turn our attention to approximations and
define the notion of ǫ-EFM. We then give an algorithm to compute an ǫ-EFM allocation in the
Robertson-Webb model with running time polynomial in the number of agents n, the number of
indivisible goods m, and 1/ǫ. This is an appealing result in particular due to its polynomial time
complexity. Bounded exact EFM protocol, even if exists, would require a large number of queries
and cuts. This is because in the special case when resources are all divisible, EFM reduces to EF
in cake cutting, for which the best known protocol [Aziz and Mackenzie, 2016a] has a very high
query complexity (a tower of exponents of n). This result shows that if one is willing to allow a
small margin of errors, such an allocation could be found much more efficiently.

1.2

Related Work

As we mentioned, most previous works in fair division are from two categories based on whether
the resources to be allocated are divisible or indivisible.
When the resources are divisible, the existence of an envy-free allocation is guaranteed [Alon,
1987], even with n−1 cuts [Su, 1999]. Brams and Taylor [1995] gave the first finite (but unbounded)
envy-free protocol for any number of agents. Recently, Aziz and Mackenzie [2016b] gave the first
bounded protocol for computing an envy-free allocation with four agents and their follow-up work
extended the result to any number of agents [Aziz and Mackenzie, 2016a]. Besides envy-freeness,
other classic fairness notions include proportionality and equitability, both of which have been
studied extensively [Dubins and Spanier, 1961; Even and Paz, 1984; Edmonds and Pruhs, 2006;
Cechlárová and Pillárová, 2012; Procaccia and Wang, 2017].
When the resources are indivisible, none of the aforementioned fairness notions guarantees to
exist, thus relaxations are considered. Among other notions, these include envy-freeness up to one
good (EF1), envy-freeness up to any good (EFX), maximin share (MMS), etc. [Lipton et al., 2004;
Budish, 2011; Caragiannis et al., 2019]. An EF1 allocation always exists and can be efficiently
computed [Lipton et al., 2004; Caragiannis et al., 2019]. However, the existence for EFX is still
open [Caragiannis et al., 2019] except for special cases [Plaut and Roughgarden, 2018]. As for
MMS, there exist instances where no allocation satisfies MMS. However, an approximation of
MMS always exists and can be efficiently computed [Kurokawa et al., 2018; Amanatidis et al., 2017;
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Ghodsi et al., 2018; Garg and Taki, 2019].
Several other works studied the allocation of both indivisible goods and money, with the goal of
finding envy-free allocations [Maskin, 1987; Alkan et al., 1991; Klijn, 2000; Meertens et al., 2002;
Halpern and Shah, 2019]. Money can be viewed as a homogeneous divisible good which is valued
the same across all agents. In our work, we consider a more general setting with heterogeneous
divisible goods. Moreover, these works focused on finding envy-free allocations with the help of
sufficient amount of money, which is again different from our goal.

2

Preliminaries

We consider a resource allocation setting with both divisible and indivisible goods (mixed goods
for short). Denote by N = {1, 2, . . . , n} the set of agents, M = {1, 2, . . . , m} the set of indivisible
goods, and D = {D1 , D2 , . . . , Dℓ } the set of ℓ heterogeneous divisible goods or cakes. Since the
fairness notion we propose below does not distinguish pieces from different cakes, without loss of
i 3
generality, we assume each cake Di is represented by the interval [ i−1
ℓ , ℓ ], and use a single cake
4
C = [0, 1] to represent the union of all cakes.
Each agent i has a nonnegative utility ui (g) for each indivisible good
P g ∈ M . Agents’ utilities
for subsets of indivisible goods are additive, meaning that ui (M ′ ) = g∈M ′ ui (g) for each agent i
and subset of goods M ′ ⊆ M . Each agent i also has a density function fi : [0, 1] 7→ R+ ∪ {0}, which
captures how the agent values different
R parts of the cake. The value of agent i over a subset of the
cake S ⊆ [0, 1] is defined as ui (S) = S fi dx.
Denote by M = (M1 , M2 , . . . , Mn ) the partition of M into bundles such that agent i receives
bundle Mi . Denote by C = (C1 , C2 , . . . , Cn ) the division of cake C such that Ci ∩ Cj = ∅ and agent
i receives Ci , a union of finitely many intervals. An allocation of the mixed goods is defined as
A = (A1 , A2 , . . . , An ) where Ai = Mi ∪ Ci is the bundle allocated to agent i. Agent i’s utility for
the allocation is then defined as ui (Ai ) = ui (Mi ) + ui (Ci ). We assume without loss of generality
that agents’ utilities are normalized to 1, i.e., ui (M ∪ C) = 1 for all i ∈ N .
Next, we define the fairness notions used in this paper.
Definition 2.1 (EF). An allocation A is said to satisfy envy-freeness (EF) if for any agents i, j ∈ N ,
ui (Ai ) ≥ ui (Aj ).
Definition 2.2 (EF1). With indivisible goods, an allocation A is said to satisfy envy-freeness up
to one good (EF1), if for any agents i, j ∈ N , there exists g ∈ Aj such that ui (Ai ) ≥ ui (Aj \ {g}).
Neither EF nor EF1 alone is a suitable definition for mixed goods. In this paper we introduce
the following new fairness notion.
Definition 2.3 (EFM). An allocation A is said to satisfy envy-freeness for mixed goods (EFM), if
for any agents i, j ∈ N ,
• if agent j’s bundle consists of only the indivisible goods, there exists g ∈ Aj such that
ui (Ai ) ≥ ui (Aj \ {g});
• otherwise, ui (Ai ) ≥ ui (Aj ).
3

We assume that agents’ valuation functions over the cakes are nonatomic. Thus we can view two consecutive
cakes as disjoint even if they intersect at one boundary point.
4
Sometimes we will use an arbitrary interval [a, b] to denote the resource for simplicity; this can be easily normalized
back to [0, 1].
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The intuition behind EFM is that any envy that an agent i has towards another agent j may be
eliminated by removing some resources from j’s bundle. It is easy to see that when the goods are
all divisible, EFM reduces to EF; when goods are all indivisible, EFM reduces to EF1. Therefore
EFM is a natural generalization of both EF and EF1 to the mixed goods setting.
Next, we define ǫ-EFM which is a relaxation of EFM. Note that this definition only relaxes the
EF condition for the divisible goods; the EF1 condition is not relaxed.
Definition 2.4 (ǫ-EFM). An allocation A is said to satisfy ǫ-envy-freeness for mixed goods (ǫEFM), if for any agents i, j ∈ N ,
• if agent j’s bundle consists of only the indivisible goods, there exists g ∈ Aj such that
ui (Ai ) ≥ ui (Aj \ {g});
• otherwise, ui (Ai ) ≥ ui (Aj ) − ǫ.
Finally, we describe the Robertson-Webb (RW) query model [Robertson and Webb, 1998],
which is a standard model in cake cutting. In this model, an algorithm is allowed to interact
with the agents via two types of queries:
• Evaluation: A valuation query of agent i on [x, y] returns ui [x, y].
• Cut: A cut query of β for agent i from x that returns a point y such that ui [x, y] = β.
In this paper, we assume each query in the RW model takes unit time.

3

EFM: Existence

Although EFM is a natural generalization of both EF and EF1, it is not straightforward whether
an EFM allocation would always exist with mixed goods. In this section, we prove through a
constructive algorithm that with mixed goods and any number of agents, an EFM allocation always
exists.
We first give some definitions which will be helpful for our algorithm and proofs.
Perfect Allocation.

Our algorithm will utilize the concept of perfect allocation in cake cutting.

Definition 3.1 (Perfect allocation). A partition C = (C1 , C2 , . . . , Ck ) of cake C is said to be perfect
if for all i ∈ N, j ∈ [k], ui (Cj ) = ui (C)/k.
Intuitively, a perfect allocation in cake cutting divides the cake into k pieces, such that every
agent values these k pieces equally. It is known that a perfect allocation always exists for any
number of agents and any k [Alon, 1987]. In the following, we will assume that our algorithm is
equipped with an oracle PerfectAlloc(C, k) that could return us a perfect allocation for any k
and cake C.
Envy Graph and Addable Set. We also make use of the envy graph to capture the envy
relation among agents in an allocation.
Definition 3.2 (Envy graph). Given an allocation A, its corresponding envy graph G = (N, Eenvy ∪
Eeq ) is a directed graph, where each vertex represents an agent, and Eenvy and Eeq consist of the
following two types of edges, respectively:
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ENVY

• Envy edge: i −−−−→ j if ui (Ai ) < ui (Aj );
EQ

• Equality edge: i −−→ j if ui (Ai ) = ui (Aj ).
Moreover, a cycle in an envy graph is called an envy cycle if it contains at least one envy edge.
The concepts of envy edge and equality edge were also used in [Klijn, 2000].
Based on the envy graph, we define another useful concept called addable set which corresponds
to a specific group of agents.
Definition 3.3 (Addable set). Given an envy graph, a set of agents S ⊆ N forms an addable set
if,
• there is no envy edge between any pair of agents in S;
• there exists neither envy edge nor equality edge from any agent in N \ S to any agent in S.
Intuitively, agents in the addable set S can be allocated some cake without creating new envy,
since each agent in N \ S strictly values her own bundle more than the bundles of agents in S.

3.1

The Algorithm

The complete algorithm to compute an EFM allocation is shown in Algorithm 1.
In general, our algorithm always maintains a partial allocation that is EFM. We then repeatedly
and carefully add resources to the partial allocation, until all resources are allocated. We start
with an EF1 allocation of only indivisible goods to all agents in Step 1, and next construct a
corresponding envy graph in Step 2. Then, our algorithm executes in rounds (Steps 3-29). In each
round, we try to distribute some cake to the partial allocation while ensuring the partial allocation
to be EFM. Such distribution needs to be done carefully because once an agent is allocated with
a positive amount of cake, the fairness condition with regard to her bundle changes from EF1 to
EF, which is more demanding. We repeat the process until the whole cake is allocated.
In each round of Algorithm 1, depending on whether there is an addable set S that can be
added some cake in Step 4, we execute either the cake-adding phase (Steps 4-22) or the envy-cycleelimination phase (Steps 23-28).
• In the cake-adding phase, we have an addable set S. By its definition, each agent in N \ S
strictly values her own bundle more than the bundles of agents in S. Thus there is room to
allocate some cake C ′ to agents in S. We carefully select C ′ to be allocated to S such that
it does not create new envy among the agents. More specifically, we choose a piece of cake
C ′ ⊆ C to be perfectly allocated to S in Steps 11-18 so that no agent in N will envy agents
in S after distributing C ′ in Steps 19-20.
• In the envy-cycle-elimination phase, i.e., when there does not exist any addable set, we show
that in this case there must exist an envy cycle T in the current envy graph. We can then
apply the envy-cycle-elimination technique to reduce some existing envy from the allocation
by rearranging the bundles along T . More specifically, for each agent j ∈ T , we give agent
j’s bundle to agent i who points to her in T (shown in Step 26).
We remark that when all goods are indivisible, our algorithm performs Steps 1-2 and terminates
with an EF1 allocation (which is also EFM). When the whole good is a divisible cake, the algorithm
goes directly to Step 7 and ends with an EF allocation of the cake, which is again EFM.
In the following we prove the correctness of this algorithm and analyze its running time.
6

Algorithm 1 EFM Algorithm
Require: Agents N , indivisible goods M and cake C.
1: Find an arbitrary EF1 allocation of M to n agents, denoted by (A1 , A2 , . . . , An ).
2: Construct envy graph G = (N, Eenvy ∪ Eeq ).
3: while C 6= ∅ do
4:
if there exists an addable set S then
5:
// cake-adding phase
6:
if S = N then
7:
Find an EF allocation (C1 , C2 , . . . , Cn ) of C.
8:
C←∅
9:
Add Ci to bundle Ai for all i ∈ N .
10:
else
11:
δi ← minj∈S ui (Ai ) − ui (Aj ) ∀i ∈ N \ S
12:
if ui (C) < |S| · δi ∀i ∈ N \ S then
13:
C ′ ← C, C ← ∅
14:
else
15:
Suppose C = [a, b]. Let xi be the point such that ui ([a, xi ]) = |S| · δi for all i ∈ N \ S.
16:
i∗ ← arg mini∈N \S xi
17:
C ′ ← [a, xi∗ ], C ← C \ C ′
18:
end if
19:
Let (C1 , . . . , Ck ) = PerfectAlloc(C ′ , k) where k = |S|.
20:
Add Ci to the bundle of the ith agent in S.
21:
Update envy graph G accordingly.
22:
end if
23:
else
24:
// envy-cycle-elimination phase
25:
Let T be an envy cycle in the envy graph.
26:
For each agent j ∈ T , give agent j’s whole bundle to agent i who points to her in T .
27:
Update envy graph G accordingly.
28:
end if
29: end while
30: return (A1 , A2 , . . . , An )

3.2

Analysis

Our main result for the EFM allocation is as follows:
Theorem 3.4. An EFM allocation always exists for any number of agents and can be found by
Algorithm 1 with a perfect allocation oracle in polynomial time.
To prove Theorem 3.4, we first show the following invariants maintained by Algorithm 1 during
its run.
Invariants:
• A1. In each round there is either an addable set for the cake-adding phase or an envy cycle
for the envy-cycle-elimination phase.
• A2. The partial allocation is always EFM.
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Lemma 3.5. Invariant A1 holds during the algorithm run.
Proof. We will show that if there does not exist any envy cycle, then there must exist an addable
set.
First of all, we give a transformation for the envy graph. Given an envy graph G = (N, Eenvy ∪
ENVY

Eeq ), we construct graph G′ = (N ′ , E ′ ) as follows. Each envy edge i −−−−→ j in G corresponds to
ENVY

ENVY

a vertex vij in G′ . For two envy edges i −−−−→ j and i′ −−−−→ j ′ in G, if there exists a path from
ENVY

j to i′ , we construct an edge vij → vi′ j ′ in G′ . Note that, if there is an envy edge i −−−−→ j and a
path from j to i in G, there will be a self-loop vij → vij in G′ .
It is easy to see that a cycle in G′ implies an envy cycle in G. Thus, by the assumption that
there is no envy cycle in G, G′ must be acyclic. Then there must exist a vertex vij ∈ N ′ which is
ENVY

not reachable by any other vertices in G′ . Note that vij corresponds to the envy edge i −−−−→ j
in G. Since vij cannot be reached by any vertices in G′ , the vertex i is also not reachable by any
j ′ who is pointed by an envy edge. Finally, agent i along with those agents who are able to reach
i via only equality edges form an addable set.
Lemma 3.6. Invariant A2 holds during the algorithm run.
Proof. The partial allocation is clearly EFM after Step 1. Then the allocation is updated in three
places in the algorithm: Steps 9 and 20 in the cake-adding phase and Step 26 in the envy-cycleelimination phase. Given a partial allocation that is EFM, we will show that each of these updates
maintains the EFM condition.
First, when we have S = N in Step 6, i.e., the addable set S consists of all agents in N , current
envy graph does not contain any envy edge due to the definition of addable set (Definition 3.3). This
implies that current partial allocation is actually envy-free. Adding another envy-free allocation
on top of it in Step 9, the resulting allocation will still be envy-free, which is also EFM.
We next consider Step 20 in the cake-adding phase where a piece of cake is added to the addable
set S. In order to maintain an EFM partial allocation, we should make sure that this process does
not introduce any new envy relation towards agents in S. Since we add a perfect allocation in
Steps 19-20, envy will not emerge among agents in S. We also carefully choose the amount of cake
to be allocated in Steps 12-18 such that each agent in N \ S weakly prefers her bundle to any
bundles that belong to agents in S. Thus, no new envy relation will be generated from agents in
N \ S to agents in S in Step 20.
Finally, in the envy-cycle-elimination phase, Step 26 eliminates envy edges by rearranging the
partial allocation within the envy cycle T . Since each agent in T is weakly better off, the partial
allocation remains EFM. For agents in N \ T , rearranging the partial allocation that is EFM will
not make EFM infeasible. The conclusion follows.
Correctness.
Lemma 3.7. Algorithm 1 always returns an EFM allocation upon termination.
Proof. By Invariant A2, it suffices to prove that all goods are allocated when Algorithm 1 terminates. All indivisible goods are allocated in Step 1. Then the while loop (Steps 3-29) terminates
only when the cake is also fully allocated, as desired.
Termination and Time Complexity. We use the number of envy and equality edges in the
envy graph as a potential function to bound the running time of this algorithm.
8

Lemma 3.8. After the algorithm completes a cake-adding phase, the number of envy edges never
increases. If the piece of cake to be allocated is not the whole remaining cake, the number of equality
edges strictly increases.
Proof. We first look at the case in Steps 6-9. By the definition of addable set, it is easy to see
that when S = N , the current envy graph does not contain any envy edge. This implies that the
current partial allocation is EF. Adding an EF allocation of the cake on top of it (Step 9) will not
introduce any new envy edge in the envy graph.
Next we consider the case S 6= N (Steps 10-22). We start with agents in S. Since only agents
in S are allocated new resources in this round, no envy edge will be introduced from S to N \ S.
Moreover, Algorithm 1 adds a perfect allocation of a piece of cake to S (Steps 19-20). Hence the
utility difference between the bundles of any pair of the agents in S will not change, meaning that
the set of (equality) edges among agents in S stays the same.
For agents in N \ S, as their bundles remain the same, the set of edges among agents in N \ S
remain unchanged. Finally we analyze the edges from agents in N \ S to agents in S. Because
δi = minj∈S ui (Ai ) − ui (Aj ) represents the minimum utility difference between any agent i ∈ N \ S
and any agent j ∈ S (as in Step 11). According to our algorithm, each agent j ∈ S is added to a
piece of cake Cj that satisfies ui (Cj ) ≤ δi for all i ∈ N \ S. Hence there will be no new envy edge
introduced from N \ S to S.
In addition, when the piece of cake to be allocated to agents in S is not the whole remaining cake
(Steps 14-17). Based on how we choose i∗ in Step 16, after we add the cake, at least one equality
edge will be generated in the envy graph from agent i∗ to some agent j ∈ S. Thus Lemma 3.8
follows.
Lemma 3.9. After the algorithm completes an envy-cycle-elimination phase, the number of envy
edges strictly decreases.
Proof. In the envy-cycle-elimination phase, an envy cycle T is eliminated by giving agent j’s bundle
ENVY

EQ

to agent i for each edge i −−−−→ j or i −−→ j in the cycle. This process does not affect the bundles
of agents in N \ T , hence the set of envy edges among them remains the same. In addition, since
we only swap bundles in this phase, no new envy edge will be introduced between agents in N \ T
and agents in T . Finally, every agent i ∈ T gets a weakly better bundle. Also because T contains
at least one envy edge, that envy edge will be eliminated after the phase.
Lemma 3.10. Algorithm 1 terminates in polynomial time with O(n4 ) calls to the perfect allocation
oracle.
Proof. By Invariant A1, each round in Algorithm 1 is either a cake-adding phase round or an envycycle-elimination phase round. According to Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9, the number of envy edges never
increases, and strictly decreases in the envy-cycle-elimination phase. Moreover, an envy graph with
n agents has O(n2 ) envy edges. Thus the total number of envy-cycle-elimination phase rounds is
bounded by O(n2 ).
We now upper bound the number of cake-adding phase rounds between any two consecutive
envy-cycle-elimination phase rounds. If the whole remaining cake is allocated (Step 7), Algorithm 1
terminates. We note that Step 7 can be implemented by calling PerfectAlloc(C, n) once. In
the case that a piece of remaining cake is allocated, by Lemma 3.8, the number of equality edges
strictly increases. Because the total number of equality edges is also O(n2 ), this means the number
of cake-adding phases rounds between any two consecutive envy-cycle-elimination phase rounds is
again O(n2 ).
9

Finally, it follows that Algorithm 1 executes at most O(n2 ) · O(n2 ) = O(n4 ) cake-adding phase
rounds. Each such round calls the perfect allocation oracle once. Thus the total number of perfect
allocation oracle calls is O(n4 ).
Polynomial running time. We first show that an addable set S, if exists, can be found in time
ENVY
O(n3 ) via the following method: for each envy edge i −−−−→
S j, let Rj be the collection of vertices
(including j) that are reachable by j and then let S = N \ j Rj .
Next, an envy cycle T , if exists, can be found by tracking whether agent i can be reached from
ENVY
j for each envy edge i −−−−→ j. It is easy to see that this step takes O(n3 ) time.
Then, the allocation of indivisible goods can be done in O(m2 ) via the round-robin algorithm
[Caragiannis et al., 2019]. For an envy-graph, the construction and update require O(n2 ) time. In
the cake-adding phase, Step 11 needs O(n) RW queries and O(n2 ) time in total to determine the
allocated cake C ′ (Steps 12 and 15). The rest steps can be finished in time O(n).
Adding all steps together, one can check that Algorithm 1 runs in time O(m2 + n7 ).
Finally the correctness of Theorem 3.4 is directly implied by Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.10.
Bounded Protocol in the RW Model. Even though we proved that Algorithm 1 can produce
an EFM allocation, it is not a bounded protocol in the RW model. This is because our algorithm
utilizes an oracle that can compute a perfect allocation of any piece of cake. However, while always
exists, it is known that a perfect allocation cannot be computed with a finite number of queries in
the RW model, even if there are only two agents [Robertson and Webb, 1998]. Whether there exists
a bounded protocol in the RW model to compute an EFM allocation remains a very interesting
open question. In the next two sections, we present two bounded protocols to compute an EFM
allocation for two special cases, and another bounded (polynomial time) protocol to compute an
ǫ-EFM allocation in the general case.

4

EFM Allocation in Special Case

In this section, we show two special cases where an EFM allocation can be computed in polynomial
time without using the perfect allocation oracle. One is the 2-agent case while the other deals with
the n-agent case but each agent has a structural density function for the cake.

4.1

Two Agents

We first show that with only two agents, an EFM allocation can be found using a simple cutand-choose type of algorithm: we begin with an EF1 allocation (M1 , M2 ) of all indivisible goods.
Assume without loss of generality that u1 (M1 ) ≥ u1 (M2 ). Next agent 1 adds the cake into M1 and
M2 so that the two bundles are as close to each other as possible. Note that if u1 (M1 ) > u1 (M2 ∪C),
agent 1 would add all cake to M2 . If u1 (M1 ) ≤ u1 (M2 ∪ C), agent 1 has a way to make the two
bundles equal. We then give agent 2 her preferred bundle and leave to agent 1 the remaining
bundle.
Theorem 4.1. Algorithm 2 returns an EFM allocation in the case of two agents in polynomial
time.
Proof. Correctness. It is obvious that all goods are allocated. We next show that the allocation
returned is EFM. Agent 2 is guaranteed EF (thus EFM) since she gets her preferred bundle between
A1 and A2 . We then focus on agent 1. If u1 (M1 ) ≤ u1 (M2 ∪ C) holds, agent 1 is indifferent between
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Algorithm 2 EFM Allocation for Two Agents
Require: Agents 1 and 2, indivisible goods M and cake C.
1: Find an EF1 allocation of M . Assume w.l.o.g that u1 (M1 ) ≥ u1 (M2 ).
2: if u1 (M1 ) ≤ u1 (M2 ∪ C) then
3:
Let agent 1 partition the cake into two pieces (C1 , C2 ), such that u1 (M1 ∪ C1 ) = u1 (M2 ∪ C2 ).
Let (A1 , A2 ) = (M1 ∪ C1 , M2 ∪ C2 ).
else
6:
Let (A1 , A2 ) = (M1 , M2 ∪ C).
7: end if
8: Give agent 2 her preferred bundle among A1 , A2 . Give agent 1 the remaining bundle.
4:

5:

bundles A1 and A2 , so either A1 or A2 makes her EF (thus EFM). In the case that u1 (M1 ) >
u1 (M2 ∪ C) holds, agent 1 is EF if she receives A1 , and is EFM if she gets A2 because A1 consists of
only indivisible goods and there exists some good g in A1 such that u1 (A2 ) ≥ u1 (M2 ) ≥ u1 (A1 \{g}).
Polynomial time. An EF1 allocation for indivisible goods can be done in polynomial time. We
then need two extra queries in Steps 3 and 8. The conclusion follows.
A Stronger EFM Notion. With two agents, an envy-freeness up to any good (EFX) allocation,
in which no agent prefers the bundle of another agent following the removal of any good in the latter
bundle, always exists Plaut and Roughgarden [2018]. This result can be carried over to show the
existence of a stronger EFM notion in the mixed goods setting, in which an agent is EFX towards
any agent with only indivisible goods, and EF towards the rest. Such allocation can be derived by
using an EFX allocation instead of an EF1 allocation in Step 1 of Algorithm 2. Moreover, with n
agents, whenever an EFX allocation exists among the indivisible goods, we can start with such an
EFX allocation in Step 1 of Algorithm 1. The cake-adding phase maintains the EFM condition and
does not introduce new envy. Thus Algorithm 1 will also produce an allocation with this stronger
notion of EFM.

4.2

Any Number of Agents with Piecewise Linear Functions

In the second case, we consider an arbitrary number of agents when agents’ valuation functions
over the cake are piecewise linear.
Definition 4.2. A valuation density function fi is piecewise linear if the interval [0, 1] can be
partitioned into a finite number of intervals such that fi is linear on each interval.
Piecewise linear function is a generalization of both piecewise uniform function and piecewise
constant function, each of which has been considered in several previous fair division works [Bei et al.,
2012; Chen et al., 2013; Bei et al., 2018]. In this case, we do not use the RW model, but rather
assume that the valuation functions are provided to us in full information.
The only obstacle in converting Algorithm 1 to a bounded protocol is the implementation of
the perfect allocation oracle for cake cutting. While when agents have piecewise linear functions,
Chen et al. [2013] showed that a perfection allocation can be computed efficiently in polynomial
time. This fact, combined with Theorem 3.4, directly implies the following result.
Corollary 4.3. For any number of agents with piecewise linear density functions over the cake, an
EFM allocation can be computed in polynomial time.
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5

ǫ-EFM: Algorithm

In this section, we focus on ǫ-EFM, a relaxation of the EFM condition. Despite the computational
issues with finding bounded exact EFM protocols, we will show that there is an efficient algorithm
in the RW model that computes an ǫ-EFM allocation for general density function with running
time polynomial in n, m and 1ǫ .
Since the difficulty in finding a bounded EFM protocol in the RW model lies in computing perfect
allocations of a cake (Section 3), one might be tempted to simply use a bounded ǫ-Perfect Allocation
protocol to replace the exact procedure. However, although such bounded ǫ-perfect protocol exists
in the RW model [Robertson and Webb, 1998; Brânzei and Nisan, 2017], all known protocols run
in time that is exponential in 1/ǫ. It is still an open question to find an ǫ-Perfect Allocation with
time complexity polynomial in 1/ǫ. Therefore, to design an efficient ǫ-EFM protocol, extra work
needs to be done to circumvent this issue.
We first define the relaxed version of EF and envy graph.
Definition 5.1 (ǫ-EF). An allocation A is said to satisfy ǫ-envy-freeness (ǫ-EF), if for all agents
i, j ∈ N , ui (Ai ) ≥ ui (Aj ) − ǫ.
Definition 5.2 (ǫ-envy graph). Given an allocation A and a parameter ǫ, the ǫ-envy graph is
defined as G(ǫ) = (N, Eǫ-envy ∪ Eǫ-eq ), where every vertex represents an agent, and Eǫ-envy and Eǫ-eq
consist of the following two types of edges, respectively:
ǫ-ENVY

• ǫ-envy edge: i −−−−−→ j if ui (Ai ) < ui (Aj ) − ǫ;
ǫ-EQ

• ǫ-equality edge: i −−−→ j if ui (Aj ) − ǫ ≤ ui (Ai ) ≤ ui (Aj ).
Now, given an ǫ-envy graph, a cycle is said to be an ǫ-envy cycle if it contains at least one
ǫ-envy edge. We also note that when ǫ = 0, the ǫ-envy graph degenerates into the envy graph
defined in Section 3.

5.1

The Algorithm

The complete algorithm to compute an ǫ-EFM allocation is shown in Algorithm 3. Similar to
Algorithm 1, our algorithm tries to add resources to the partial allocation iteratively. We always
maintain the partial allocation to be ǫ̂-EFM where ǫ̂ is updated increasingly and would never exceed
ǫ. This will ensure that the final allocation is ǫ-EFM.
Same as Algorithm 1, we begin with an EF1 allocation of only indivisible goods to all agents
in Step 2 and the algorithm then executes in rounds (Steps 4-31). Even though each round still
executes either the cake-adding phase or the envy-cycle-elimination phase, the execution details are
different.
• In the cake-adding phase, instead of allocating some cake to an addable set S in a way that
is perfect, we resort to an allocation that is ǫ′ -EF, where ǫ′ will be fixed later in Algorithm 3.
In the following, we will utilize an algorithm ǫ′ -EFAlloc(C, k) that could return us an ǫ′ -EF
allocation for any k and cake C [Procaccia, 2016]. We also update ǫ̂ to a larger number, say
ǫ̂ + ǫ′ , in order to avoid generating ǫ̂-envy edges due to the cake-adding.
• In the envy-cycle-elimination phase, we eliminate the ǫ̂-envy cycle, instead of the envy cycle,
by rearranging the current partial allocation.
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Algorithm 3 ǫ-EFM Algorithm
Require: Agents N , indivisible goods M , cake C, and parameter ǫ.
ǫ2
1: ǫ̂ ← 4ǫ , ǫ′ ← 8n
2: Find an arbitrary EF1 allocation of M to n agents, denoted by (A1 , A2 , . . . , An ).
3: Construct ǫ̂-envy graph G(ǫ̂) = (N, Eǫ-envy ∪ Eǫ-eq ).
4: while C 6= ∅ do
5:
if There exists an addable set S then
6:
// cake-adding phase
7:
if S = N then
8:
Let (C1 , C2 , . . . , Cn ) = 4ǫ -EFAlloc(C, n).
9:
C←∅
10:
ǫ̂ ← ǫ̂ + ǫ/4
11:
Add Ci to bundle Ai for all i ∈ N .
12:
else
13:
if maxi∈N \S ui (C) < ǫ̂ then
14:
C ′ ← C, C ← ∅
15:
else
16:
Suppose C = [a, b]. Let xi be the point such that ui ([a, xi ]) = ǫ̂ for all i ∈ N \ S.
17:
i∗ ← arg mini∈N \S xi
18:
C ′ ← [a, xi∗ ], C ← C \ C ′
19:
end if
20:
Let (C1 , C2 , . . . , Ck ) = ǫ′ -EFAlloc(C ′ , k) where k = |S|.
21:
Add Ci to the bundle of the ith agent in S.
22:
ǫ̂ ← ǫ̂ + ǫ′
23:
Update ǫ̂-envy graph G(ǫ̂) accordingly.
24:
end if
25:
else
26:
// envy-cycle-elimination phase
27:
Let T be an ǫ-envy cycle in the ǫ-envy graph.
28:
For each agent j ∈ T , give agent j’s whole bundle to agent i who points to her in T .
29:
Update ǫ̂-envy graph G(ǫ̂) accordingly.
30:
end if
31: end while
32: return (A1 , A2 , . . . , An )

5.2

Analysis

Our main result for the ǫ-EFM allocation is as follows:
Theorem 5.3. An ǫ-EFM allocation can be found by Algorithm 3 in time O(n5 /ǫ5 + m2 ).
To prove Theorem 5.3, we first show that each round (Steps 4-31 in Algorithm 3) maintains the
following invariants during the run of the algorithm.
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Invariants:
• B1. In each round there is either an addable set for the cake-adding phase or have an ǫ̂-envy
cycle for the envy-cycle-elimination phase.
• B2. The partial allocation is always ǫ̂-EFM with current ǫ̂ in the algorithm.
We next prove these invariants in the following.
Lemma 5.4. Invariant B1 holds during the algorithm run.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.5 except for we consider the ǫ-envy edge instead
of the envy edge.
Lemma 5.5. Invariant B2 holds during the algorithm run.
Proof. We first note that the partial allocation is only updated in Steps 11 and 21 in the cake-adding
phase and Step 28 in the envy-cycle-elimination phase. Given a partial allocation that is ǫ̂-EFM,
we will show that each of these updates maintains ǫ̂-EFM with updated ǫ̂, which completes the
proof of Lemma 5.5. We note that ǫ̂ is only updated in the cake-adding phase and is non-decreasing
during the run of the algorithm.
For analysis in the envy-cycle-elimination phase, the proof is identical to that of Lemma 3.6 in
the case of envy-cycle-elimination phase.
We then discuss the cases in the cake-adding phase. For the updated partial allocation in
Step 11, we allocate the remaining cake C in a way that is (ǫ/4)-EF which implies that ui (Ci ) ≥
ui (Cj ) − ǫ/4 holds for any pair of agents i, j ∈ N . Given the partial allocation that is ǫ̂-EFM, we
have
ui (Ai ∪ Ci ) ≥ ui (Aj ∪ Cj ) − ǫ̂ − ǫ/4.
Thus it is clear that (ǫ̂ + ǫ/4)-envy edge is not generated among agents in S if we update ǫ̂ to ǫ̂ + ǫ/4
in Step 10.
For the updated partial allocation in Step 21, we allocate some cake C ′ to agents in S in a way
that is ǫ′ -EF. By a similar argument as in the case above, we know that (ǫ̂ + ǫ′ )-envy edge is not
generated among agents in S if we update ǫ̂ to ǫ̂ + ǫ′ . Then, for any agent i ∈ N \ S, we have
ui (Ai ) > ui (Aj ) where j ∈ S. As ui (C ′ ) ≤ ǫ̂, we have
ui (Ai ) > ui (Aj ∪ Cj′ ) − ǫ̂,
where Cj′ is the piece of cake allocated to agent j ∈ S, meaning that (ǫ̂ + ǫ′ )-envy edge is also not
generated from agents in N \ S to agents in S if we update ǫ̂ to ǫ̂ + ǫ′ . Last, it is obvious that for
any pair of agents in N \ S, we do not generate any (ǫ̂ + ǫ′ )-envy edge because the bundles of these
agents remain the same. We note that ǫ̂ is updated to ǫ̂ + ǫ′ in Step 22 in order to make sure there
is no introduced ǫ̂-envy edge in the updated ǫ̂-envy graph.
Correctness.
Lemma 5.6. In the cake-adding phase, if the piece of cake to be allocated is not the whole remaining
cake, the sum of all agents’ valuation on the remaining cake decreases by at least ǫ̂.
Proof. We consider the cake-adding phase in Steps 5-24. If the piece of cake C ′ to be allocated is
not the whole remaining cake, there exists an agent i∗ in N \ S such that ui∗ (C ′ ) = ǫ̂ according to
Steps 16-18. Thus the lemma follows.
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We are now ready to show the correctness of Algorithm 3.
Lemma 5.7. Algorithm 3 always returns an ǫ-EFM allocation upon termination.
Proof. By Invariant B2, it suffices to prove that all goods are allocated and ǫ̂ is at most ǫ when
Algorithm 3 terminates. All indivisible goods are allocated in Step 2. Then the while loop (Steps 431) terminates only when the cake is also fully allocated, as desired.
We now turn our attention to ǫ̂. First, ǫ̂ is initialized to be ǫ/4 and never decreases during the
algorithm run. If the whole remaining cake is allocated, there is at most one execution of the cakeadding phase (Steps 7-11). Moreover, ǫ̂ is increased by ǫ/4 in Step 10. We will show later in this
proof that this increment would not let ǫ̂ exceed ǫ. We then focus on the case where the remaining
cake is not fully allocated. There are at most n/ǫ̂ ≤ 4n/ǫ executions of the cake-adding phase
(Steps 12-23) by Lemma 5.6 and the fact that agents’ utilities are normalized to 1. In addition,
ǫ̂ is increased by ǫ′ in each cake-adding phase in Step 22. To conclude, ǫ̂ is upper bounded by
ǫ/4 + 4n/ǫ · ǫ′ + ǫ/4 = ǫ since ǫ′ = ǫ2 /8n. The conclusion that the allocation is ǫ-EFM follows.
Termination and Time Complexity.
Lemma 5.8. In the envy-cycle-elimination phase, the social welfare increases by at least ǫ̂.
Proof. We eliminate an ǫ̂-envy cycle T which contains at least one ǫ̂-envy edge in the envy-cycleelimination phase (Steps 25-30). Step 28 eliminates the cycle by giving agent j’s bundle to i for
ǫ-ENVY

ǫ-EQ

each edge i −−−−−→ j or i −−−→ j in the cycle T . No agent within T is worse off and at least one
agent in T is better off by at least ǫ̂ by the definition of ǫ̂-envy edge in Definition 5.2. Since agents
outside the cycle T do not change their bundle, we complete the proof.
Lemma 5.9. Algorithm 3 runs in O(n5 /ǫ5 + m2 ).
Proof. Since many steps are similar to those in Algorithm 1 and we have discussed their time
complexity at length in the proof of Lemma 3.10, we will only focus on the steps that affect the
time complexity for Algorithm 3 in this proof.
The allocation of indivisible goods can be done in O(m2 ) via the round-robin algorithm [Caragiannis et al.,
2019]. By Invariant B1, Algorithm 3 either executes the cake-adding phase or the envy-cycleelimination phase. We initialize ǫ̂ ← ǫ/4 in Step 1 and gradually increase ǫ̂ during the algorithm
run which means ǫ̂ ≥ ǫ/4 in each round. Recall that agents’ utilities are normalized to 1. Thus
there are at most O(n/ǫ) executions of the cake-adding phase by Lemma 5.6 and at most O(n/ǫ)
executions of the envy-cycle-elimination phase by Lemma 5.8. This implies that we have O(n/ǫ)
rounds where each takes O(n3 ) time to check whether there exists an addable set or an ǫ̂-envy cycle
in Step 5.
For all the executions of the cake-adding phase, we apply at most once 4ǫ -EFAlloc(C, n)
ǫ2
(Step 8) and at most O(n/ǫ) times of ǫ′ -EFAlloc(C ′ , k) with ǫ′ = 8n
(Step 20). The total time
complexity for all the cake-adding phases is O(n5 /ǫ5 ) since an ǫ-EF allocation can be computed
in O((n/ǫ)2 ) time [Procaccia, 2016]. For the envy-cycle-elimination phase, it is easy to see that
each execution costs at most O(n) time which implies that the total time complexity for all the
executions is O(n2 /ǫ).
Overall, our algorithm runs in time O(n/ǫ · n3 + n5 /ǫ5 + n2 /ǫ + m2 ) = O(n5 /ǫ5 + m2 ).
Finally the correctness of Theorem 5.3 is directly implied by Lemmas 5.7 and 5.9.
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6

Discussion

This work is concerned with fair division of a mixture of divisible and indivsible goods. To this
end, we introduce the envy-freeness for mixed goods (EFM) fairness notion, which generalizes both
EF and EF1 to the mixed setting. We show that an EFM allocation always exists for any number
of agents. We also provide bounded protocols to compute an EFM allocation in special cases, or an
ǫ-EFM allocation in general setting in time poly(n, m, 1/ǫ). It remains an important open question
of whether there exists a bounded protocol in the RW model that computes an EFM allocation
in the general setting for any number of players. With regard to ǫ-EFM, although our algorithm
runs in time poly(n, m, 1/ǫ), it remains an open question to design an algorithm that runs in time
poly(n, m, log(1/ǫ)).
Besides envy-freeness, one could also generalize other fairness notions to the mixed goods setting.
For example, Maximin Share (MMS) Fairness generalizes proportionality fairness to the indivisible
resource case. How well would this notion behave with mixed goods in terms of its existence and
approximation? Overall, we believe that fair division in the mixed goods setting encodes a rich
structure and creates a new research direction that deserves to be pursued for future work.
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